and Rudenberg 7 are used. The resonance integral f3" = f c/>r 1 -I c/>.dv is neglected except first neighbors. The f3 for C -C neighbors has been given the value suggested by Pariser and ParrS for benzene, namely, f3o_o=-2.39 ev, and the ones for Fe-C neighbors are assumed to be proportional to the overlap integrals.' Two structures are considered separately.
neighbors are assumed to be proportional to the overlap integrals. ' Two structures are considered separately.
(a) When one ring is a reflection of the other by the horizontal plane: the direction combining two centers of ring is written as the x-axis, and the one through the position 5'(") of C is written as the y-axis. Then ligand-and metal-orbitals are combined as follows:
(a2")apO+ +f3c/>x; (aI')apo-+f3c/>.+"yc/>(x 2 -i);
(eI')ap,-+f3c/>y, ap_,-+ f3c/>z ; (e2')ap, -+ f3c/>(y '_,2) (b) When one ring is an inversion of the other by the center of molecule: for symmetries a. ', a2 ", e," MO's are the same as (a); for symmetries el', e, ', el" there are interactions between, for example, PI-, c/>y and P_I-, c/>z, but when from doubly degenerated orbitals PI", P_I" we make a new set of orbitals PI", P_I", it proves that p," combines only with c/>y and p_," only with c/>,. The results are the same as (a).
The ground state has the closed shell configuration A : ') 4(e,')" and the Fe-C bonding is 33% ionic, 67% homopolar on the average. Next, only singly excited states are considered for transitions. I N connection with current extensive studies on the rate of carbon formation behind weak shocks in acetylene, it proved to be desirable to obtain simultaneous light-absorption and emission data. The absorption experiments are complicated because of intense emitted radiation associated with chemical reaction behind the shock front. One method for separating the emitted component from the transmitted light involves the use of carefully matched photocells and subtracting the emitted radiation from the sum of the transmitted and emitted radiation. ' Another method involves the use of chopped light for the absorption measurements. However, the chopping rate places an upper limit on the rates of reaction that can be studied. A Kerr ce1l 2 using nitrobenzene can be used to modulate the light at frequencies greater than 10 megacycles without appreciable attenuation and is therefore suitable for the study of reaction rates behind weak shocks. The use of a Kerr celJ3 made it possible to study simultaneously emission and absorption during the decomposition of acetylene behind weak shocks. The light source was a General Electric Type 524 xenon lamp, with a peak intensity of 50 million lumens when pulsed for 1 millisecond. This lamp was operated so that its peak radiation lasted about 400 microseconds. The lamp was fired by discharging a capacitor through a thyratron tube which was suitably delayed so that the peak intensity of the xenon source occurred during the time that the shock passed the observation station in the shock tube. The light from the xenon source passed through the Kerr cell and then through the shock tube. Both the emitted light and the transmitted modulated light (with or without the use of a suitable monochromator) may be detected on a single photomultiplier tube whose output is then displayed on an oscilloscope. The ac component of the phototube output represents the transmitted light, the dc component corresponds directly to the emitted light. 4 Another possible use of the Kerr cell involves the use of a Kerr-cell modulated prism as beam deviator followed by a monochromator." This combination may be used as a high-speed scanning monochromator with time resolution sufficient for studies behind weak shocks.
It is felt that the successful development of new high-speed recording and scanning devices will facilitate full utilization of the potentials of the shock tube for quantitative high-temperature gas dynamic investigations.
• E XAMINATION of the infrared spectra of pyrrole in medium concentrations in carbon tetrachloride l enables one to distinguish two bands attributed to the stretching vibration of the NH group. Of the two, the sharper, higher frequency band alone persists in very dilute solutions. The broader, lower frequency band, on the contrary, is the only band of the pair which remains in the spectrum of pure pyrrole. These results, which have also been obtained by Mirone 2 ,3 and Tuomikoski,<-6 have been confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. function of dielectric constant. Tuomikoski suggested instead the formation of "a dimeric head-to-head association. "6 After the existence of complexes between pyrrole and aromatic compounds was reported, 8 Tuomikoski proposed another explanation for the pyrrole-pyrrole association, namely, that the NH group of one molecule is associated with the aromatic ring of another pyrrole molecule. 6 ,'2 Still more recently, having found that the dipole moment of pyrrole is an increasing function of temperature he suggested that pyrrole association is caused by antiparallel dipole orientation. 13 As a result of this controversy it appeared of interest to us to study molecular association in pyrrole solutions by means of another technique, that of cryoscopy. Prigogine 14 has shown that measurements of the lowering of the freezing point temperature of a solution as a function of solute concentration enables one to distinguish between compounds which form dimeric complexes, for which the equilibrium constant is K d , and those which form polymeric complexes for which Kp represents an average equilibrium constant.J5 Using Prigogine's cryoscopic technique, we have found'6 that nonpolar cyclohexane solutions of naphthalene, mesitylene, or phenanthrene show, as one would have predicted, practically no association for molar fractions, N, less than 0.02. We also found l6 the cryoscopic behavior of pyrrole and phenol to be similar, since for both compounds Kd varies and Kp is constant, as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the association of pyrrole, like phenol, does not stop at the dimer stage, but continues into polymeric complexes.
Recently an unsuccessful attempt 17 was made to compute a stable value for some equilibrium constant of pyrrole using our infrared intensity datal for pyrrole in carbontetrachloride solution. We are now repeating these infrared measurements of pyrrole NH band intensities with much higher precision and have preliminary results from which a constant value of Kp for pyrrole has been computed. IS We feel that the mechanism of hydrogen bonding offers the most satisfactory explanation of pyrrole complexes. Assuming this mechanism, and employing Mirone's suggested zig-zag polymer form a , '6 enables one to account not only for the direction of the variation of the pyrrole dielectric constant with temperature, but also for the position of the pyrrole dielectric graph points on the Pauling and Kumler graphs. I8 A CCURATE x-ray studies on a number of azines I -4 have shown that there exists a planar structure with bond lengths consistent with MO calculations where complete conjugation is assumed. 3 ,5 The values reported for the bond angles show small, but systematic, deviations from 120°. In all cases the bond angle of nitrogen is smaller and that of carbon larger than this value.
An attempt has been made to explain this deviation of the bond angles from the normal value of 120° assuming that Sp2 hybridization of four of the five outer electrons of a nitrogen atom "prepared for bonding" takes place in these molecules. The deformations may then be evaluated by minimizing the energy of an azine with respect to the bond angles.
According to a crude, but often successful model of the chemical bond, the total energy of the valence electrons consists of three parts: (1) the energy necessary to bring the atoms to their valence states, which depends on the promotion energy; i.e.,. the energy required to promote an electron from a 2s to a 2p state; (2) the energy of the bonds; and (3) the repUlsion energy between electrons in different bonds and lone pairs.
To obtain some idea of the position of the minimum of the energy with respect to the bond angle, a s-triazine molecule was considered first where each nitrogen atom has been depleted of one lone pair electron. (In this case the promotion energy does not depend on the bond angles.) The energy of a chemical bond has been correlated to the overlap integral of the corre· sponding hybrid orbitals by Mulliken. 6 After a calculation of these overlap integrals as a function of the bond angles, Mulliken's formula has been used to derive the dependence of the bond energies on the valence angles. For a calculation of the electronic repulsions some simplifications have been made. Only intra-atomic interactions have been considered. Furthermore it has been assumed that the charge distribution of a doubly occupied bonding orbital may be replaced by that of two singly occupied hybrid orbitals from which the bonding orbital has been constructed. With these simplifications the energy could be expressed in onecenter Coulomb interaction integrals and the calculation easily made. It appeared that the total energy as a function of the C-N -C angle has a parabolic form with its minimum near 120° as might be expected from symmetry considerations.
The energy of s-triazine could now be obtained by adding the energy, resulting from placing one lone pair electron on each nitrogen atom, to the energy mentioned above. It was then found that the promotion energy, as also the interaction of these lone pair electrons with the other valence electrons on the same atom, were lowered with decreasing C-N -C angle. Consequently the addition of these lone pair electrons caused the C -N -C angles
